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Introduction
Understanding how programmed cell death is regulated during development and under 

stressful conditions is a fundamental and fascinating problem in biology. Defects in this 

process in humans can lead to various degenerative disorders such as cancer, diabetes and 

diverse forms of neuronal cell death. Quantitatively the three most significant forms of cell 

death are apoptosis (type I programmed cell death), autophagy (type II programmed cell 

death) and necrosis.  

The primary role of apoptosis is to eliminate superfluous or potentially damaging cells 

from the developing organism. The apoptotic process occurs upon developmental program, 

but can also be induced by promoting exogenous factors. Apoptotic cell corpse, a late form of 

a cell undergoing apoptotic self-killing, is eventually eliminated by a neighboring cell through 

a process called heterophagy. 

Autophagy (cellular self-eating) is a highly regulated catabolic process of eukaryotic 

cells during which parts of the cytoplasm are delivered into lysosomes for degradation. The 

end-products of autophagic degradation can be used to supply the cells with energy under 

starvation or provide building blocks for macromolecule synthesis. Autophagy is also 

required for the effective elimination of damaged, non-functional macromolecules and 

organelles, which can act as cellular toxins interfering with cellular functions. Thus, 

autophagy may primarily promote cell survival. Under certain physiological and pathological 

settings, however, autophagy can promote cell death (autophagic cell death). In mammals, 

several degenerative pathologies, such as various forms of neuronal demise and muscle 

atrophy, involve cell death triggered by insufficient or elevated autophagic activity. 

Understanding how the regulation of autophagy is linked to that of apoptosis, the main form 

of PCD, is an important issue, with significant medical implications. 

The apoptotic (cellular self-killing) and autophagic (cellular self-eating) cell deaths 

can be distinguished from each other morphologically. Accumulating evidence shows that the 

two processes share common regulatory adjustment. In humans, for example, several 

degenerative pathologies can be characterized by the parallel induction of both apoptosis and 

autophagy. Despite the important developmental and medical implications of autophagy and 

the main form of PCD, apoptosis, the orchestration of their regulation remains poorly 

understood. 

The nematode Caenorhabditis elegans is an excellent genetic model system to study 

programmed cell death. Its developmental cell lineage is highly invariant (unequally among 
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animal taxa examined so far) and determined. Of the 1,090 cells that are generated during 

development of the C. elegans hermaphrodite soma, 131 undergo programmed cell death. As 

these dying cells are highly refractile at certain stages under differential interference contrast 

optics, they can be readily identified; the identity of the dying cells and the time in 

development at which these cells die are essentially invariant among individuals, 

Today, a main target of human cancer therapy involves the enzyme deoxyuridine 

triphosphate nucleotidohydrolase (dUTPase) which catalyzes the hydrolysis of dUTP into 

dUMP and pyrophosphate, thereby being responsible for maintaining the balance between 

cellular thymine and uracil levels. Inhibition of the enzyme’s activity causes incorporation of 

uracil into DNA, instead of timine. The DNA base excision repair pathway then removes 

uracil and restores thymine. When the amount of DNA damage exceeds the repair capacity of 

the cell, this process eventually leads to the activation of a genotoxic stress-induced cell death 

program to eliminate the affected cell. To determine the nature of cellular processes 

underlying ectopic cell death in dUTPase deficient nematodes, we performed a morphological 

analysis of embryos depleted for DUT-1, the nematode dUTPase. 

 

The aim of the work 

- a genetic analysis of the C. elegans dUTPase gene  

- inactivation of dUTase function by gene silencing 

- identifying cellular processes that mediate cell death in dUTPase deficient nematodes  

- identifying the intracellular localization and developmental expression pattern of 

dUTPase in C. elegans  

- identifying the role of autophagy genes in general stress response in this organism 

- assaying the transcriptional activity of autophagy genes under normal physiological 

versus stress-induced conditions 

- determining potential upstream regulatory factors that could link the control of 

apoptosis with that of autophagy 

- in vivo characterization of these potential transcriptional regulators 

 

 

Materials and methods (the main experimental procedures) 
1. Cleaning and maintaining of C. elegans strains 
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2. Making and using the RNA interference construction: (Total RNA isolation, RT PCR, 

isolating of the PCR product from agarose by Qiaex kit (Quiagen), ligation the DNA 

fragment into feeding vector, transformation the construct into bacterial cells,  

isolating the plasmid DNA by Wizard Plus SV Minipreps (Promega), digestion and 

test digestion) 

3. Analyses by light microscope with Nomarski optics 

4. Viability assay of C. elegans embryos 

5. Counting of vulva induction in the developing embryos 

6. Lifespan assays 

7. Transmission electron microscopy  

8. lacZ staining of adult worms and embryos  

9. TUNEL staining for counting apoptotic cells 

10. Antibody staining of adult worms and embryos   

 

Results

1. Depletion of dUTPase arrests development at early stages 

When I began my work, there was no reference on C. elegans dUTPase-encoding gene. 

Even there is no mutant strain in stock centers defective for dUTPase. From the C. elegans 

database it was evident that the nematode dUTPase protein is encoded by the K07A1.2 ORF. 

Based on sequence data, primers were designed to make a dUTPase RNA interference 

construct, which we called dut-1 on based on its English name. I could inactivate the dUTPase 

gene in worms using this construct. dut-1(RNAi) animals displayed a highly pleiotropic 

pohenotype: adults were sterile, had protruded vulva, produced dead eggs, and the adults had 

abnormal gonad morphology. In dut-1(RNAi) adults the internal organs, including gonad, 

intestine and others, were disorganized, forming a singly dense mass. Only a few RNAi 

animals reached the adulthood, but they had severe abnormalities. by adding thymidine, 

several aspects of these abnormalities could be restored to normal levels, making evident that 

the Dit-1(RNAi) phenocopy was indeed caused by inactivating the dUTPase enzyme.  

 

2. Inactivating of the dUTPase gene in apoptotic and autophagy mutant strains 
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Mutant adults defective for autophagy (lgg-1::gfp, bec-1::gfp, atg-18, unc-51) and for 

apoptosis (ced-3 (two alleles), ced-4, ced-9, cep-1 genes were treated with the dut-1 RNA 

interference construct. Correlate to N2 animals, the animals’ mutant for autophagy genes 

showed dramatically better survival. Correlate to other strains they had the most vital 

embryos, and L1 stage animals, that reached adulthood and part of them could make eggs.  

Strains mutant for apoptosis did not show better survival or better progeny correlate to wild 

type. Three strains mutant for cep-1 gene neither show.  

 

3. The C. elegans dUTPase protein 

The C. elegans dUTPase enzyme has two isoforms: one is in the nucleus, called DUT-N, 

and the other in mitochondria, called DUT-M. They are encoded by the same gene. The form 

that is in the nucleus carries nucleus localization signal and it is a little bit longer. The 

situation is the same in every model organisms, but I saw only the nuclear isoform in the 

protein isolated from C. elegans. 

 

4. dut-1 is expressed only in a few somatic cells during development, and the 

corresponding protein accumulates in the cytoplasm 

The distribution of the dUTPase enzyme is consistent with its physiological stage of 

the cell. It is used construct carrying the gene, their promoter region and reporter gene that’ 

expression can analyze for analyzing localization and expression. I used lacZ reporter gene 

construct. I saw the blue color in one or two cells in embryos after the staining. Repeated it 

with adult worms I detected staining in one or two cells around the vulva. For evidence of 

results I made staining with monoclonal antibody planed for human dUTPase. Staining could 

be detected only in one or two cells. The enzyme showed cytoplasmic localization.  

 

5. dut-1(RNAi) animals live longer than the wild type 

People are interested in the question of everlasting life since the World is World, or at 

least the experiments to extend it. Aging is made by progressive accumulating of cell mistakes 

and influenced by genetic factors. Wild type animals, in which the dUTPase is arrested, lived 

generally two days longer. Wild type animals lifespan is 21 days, so it means about 10% 

extend. Correlate this data to human, among normal conditions one 84 years old man can be 

reach 92 years old…  

 

6. Inactivation of dUTPase triggers autophagy gene expression in C. elegans  
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We analyzed the three dUTPase arrested strains mutant for autophagy by electron microscope. 

Their cells showed extremely high autophagyc activity. The elements characteristics for 

autophagy were in different phases of degradation. Autophagy structures bordered with two 

membranes were in different period, autophagosomes, autolysosomes, cell components 

digested by autophagy, and structures characteristic for autophagy and apoptosis were 

detected. In most cases the autophagy cell death was the dominant. We can controlee start 

autophagy by inactivation of dUTPase gene.  

 

7. apoptosis is induced in parallel with autophagy in response to dUTPase 

inactivation-cased genotoxic stress 

There are to methods to demonstrate apoptotic cell death: counting apoptotic bodies by 

light microscope and detection the apoptotic bodies by histochemical staining, commonly by 

TUNEL. I found eight times more apoptotic bodies after dUTPase gene arresting correlate to 

wild type animals, and found six times more without staining.   

 

8. The role of autophagy genes in genotoxic stress-induced response 

I demonstrated in earlier experiments that autophagy has a new function: it plays key role 

in cells genotoxic stress responses. The next question was: this response is typical only for 

dUTPase arresting or it is generally for another cell death indicating factors also.  So I fed 

three strains mutant for autophagy with dlc-1, dpl-1, lin-35 RNA interference construct, with 

5- fluorouracil and with methotrexate. These materials also made stress conditions and 

showed extremely high autophagy reporter gene expression.  

 

9. The regulatory region of two autophagy genes, lgg-1 and bec-1, contains a bZip-

like transcription factor binding site 

After comparing the sequence of three autophagy gene (atgr-18, bec-1, lgg-1) I found a 

binding site that is presented in all three Caenorhabditis strains (C. briggsae és C. remanei) 

and showed around similar sequence. The binding site sequence says that this is the gene  ces-

2. ces-2 gene encoded an elementary leucin zipper (bZip) protein. It controls the expression of 

lin-48 gene together with ATF-2 protein in the extratory duct cell. We demonstrated the 

presence and the role of in silico found binding sites, by protein binding EMSA (gel 

electroforetic mobility shift assay) experiments. The two proteins (CEs-2 and ATF-2) were 

made from cDNA during in vitro transcription and translation. bec-1 gene showed the 
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strongest binding, in the case of lgg-1 gene it was a little bit lighter and  atgr-18 gene did not 

bind it. Results can be explained by degree of digression from consensus sequence.  

 

10. the regulation of autophagy genes lgg-1 and bec-1 depends on ATF-2 in vivo 

After in vitro binding site assays, I demonstrated genetically the connection among 

CES-2, ATF-2 and the autophagy genes by making atf-2/lgg-1 double mutant animals. These 

animals made 70% more sterile eggs correlate to wild type. After dUTPase arresting in strains 

carrying the atf-2 reporter gene construct, few embryos showed growth in expression pattern.  

 

11.  Autophagy genes regulate lifespan in C. elegans 

Regulating the lifespan is very complicated and difficult procedure. Many factors have 

influence on it, the most important are: the mitochondrial respiratory chain, the degree of food 

and the TOR kinase. The TOR kinase is the central factor of autophagy, so I examined how 

long the loss of function autophagy mutant strains lives. The bec-1 mutant animals showed 

relevant shorter life span correlate to wild type animals. The gfp reporter gene expression was 

extremely strong in somatic cells of these animals. I repeated the experiment with two other 

autophagy mutant strains. The product of atgr-18 gene is important in forming of 

preautofagosomal structures. lgg-1 encoded an ubiquitin like protein, which lipidation is 

necessary for membrane forming during autophagy. I got the same results in these 

experiments like earlier: mutants live shorter then control animals. The reporter gene 

expression patterns also were the same.  

I analyzed the effect of absence of TOR kinase on autophagy mutant strains. Loss of 

function mutation of TOR gene causes generation arrest in L3 larval stage, so I made a 

TOR/let-363 RNA interference constructs for lifespan measuring. The treatment significantly 

raised the life span in control (wild type) animals, but had no effect on autophagy mutant 

strains.  

It is known for a long while that the decrease of food supplation makes life span 

elongation and delay the exfoliation of many abnormalities connected to aging, controls and 

regulates the TOR signaling cascade in many model organisms. I examined the effect of food 

supplation on life span using eat-2(ad116) (eating mutant) loss of function mutant strain.  

There were no changes in life span of eat-2/bec-1 and eat-2/unc-51 double mutant strains 

correlate to single mutant animals. So we can conclude that aet-2 gene’s effect on life span is 

mediated by autophagy genes. 
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12. dUTPase interacts with the Syn Muv pathway in C. elegans 

Based on the phenotypes: protruded vulva and abnormal gonad structure founded after 

dUTPase enzyme inactivation, it was supposed that this protein maybe have role in vulva 

generation. I fed animals with dUTPase RNA interference construct, and I found vulva 

number decrease in the case of let-60 it was 50%, int he case of lin-8/lin-15 it was 35%, int he 

case of lin-8/lin-35 it was 27%. Animals that are mutant for Syn Muv signaling cascade were 

cross with lgg-1 autophagy mutant strain. They showed dramatically vulva number decrease 

and stronger reporter gene expression pattern.  

 

 

Conclusions
In C. elegans, a sin other organisms, the dUTPase play very important role in life of cells 

and it’s inactivation make very hard abnormalities, that query the viability of the organism 

too. It can demonstrate by dUMP feeding that the abnormalities are really caused by dUTPase 

protein inactivation, the thymine less conditions is responsible for this situation.  

The cell death induced by genotoxic stress, after dUTPase depletion do not need the 

presence of cep-1(p53). But the presence of apoptotic cell death can be confirmed by TUNEL 

staining.  

Examined the three major factor of autophagy (lgg-1, bec-1, atg-18) I found that all 

three autophagy mutant strains show better viability correlate to other examined animals. The 

strains carrying gfp reporter gene construct showed stronger and different expression patterns 

correlate to wild type worms. The highest expression was detected in embryos.  It was another 

evidence for that the inactivation of dUTPase protein makes autophagy cell death. The 

presence of autophagosomes was detected in animals fed with dUTPase RNA interference 

construct. They are the major evidence for autophagy. All three types of cell death take part in 

cell degradation and killing during dUTPase gene inactivation but not in the same ratio: 

autophagy plays the main role. It manifests that we can controlee start autophagy after 

dUTPase depletion, same as after rapamycin treatment or after starvation. All about the same 

expression patterns of three autophagy genes assumes a common regulating pathway. Were 

identified two bZip like transcriptional factor (CES-2 és ATF-2), which together control and 

regulate the apoptotic and autophagosomal machinery, to eliminate the damaged or non-

functional embryonic cells.  
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So far data show that there are two dUTPase enzyme isoforms in cells: one nuclear 

and a mitochondrial. But in C. elegans, there is only the nuclear isoform. In cells that are 

growing and living normally, the distribution of dUTPase protein reflect the cell’s actual 

physiological stage. There is dUTPase activity in one or two cells in embryos and in adults 

around vulva. We cannot identify these cells.  

In normal conditions: normal food supply, ideal temperature and in ideal medium the 

wild type animals live for 21 days. Animals fed with dUTPase RNA interference construct 

live two days longer correlate to control worms.  

Regulating the lifespan is very complicated and difficult procedure. Many factors have 

influence on it, the most important are: the mitochondrial respiratory chain, the degree of food 

and the TOR kinase. We found that autophagy genes mediate the effects of TOR kinase and 

eat-2 gene on lifespan. 
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